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ABSTRACT
TURKISH DICTATION SYSTEM FOR RADIOLOGY AND
BROADCAST NEWS APPLICATIONS
In this thesis, we have designed a Turkish dictation system for Radiology and
Broadcast news applications. Turkish is an agglutinative language with free word or-
der. These characteristics of the language result in the vocabulary explosion and the
complexity of the N-gram language models in speech recognition. In order to alleviate
this problem, we propose a task-speci¯c, radiology, dictation system. Using classical
word-based language models, we achieve 87.06 per cent recognition performance with
a small vocabulary size in a speaker independent radiology speech recognition system.
However, the same system results in 46.29 per cent recognition rate for the broadcast
news dictation due to the large number of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. There-
fore, we parse some of the words to smaller recognition units like stems, endings and
morphemes, and introduced these smaller units and the unparsed words to the speech
recognizer as lexicon entries. This time, we manage to overcome to the problem of
large number of OOV words with a moderate vocabulary size and get better estimates
for the N-gram language models. However, best recognition result is in the word-based
language model.v
Ä OZET
RADYOLOJ_ I VE HABER UYGULAMALARI _ IC » _ IN
TÄ URKC »E D_ IKTE S_ ISTEM_ I
Bu tezde, radyoloji ve haber uygulamalari i» cin tÄ urk» ce dikte sistemi tasarlanm³» st³r.
TÄ urk» ce sondan eklemeli bir dildir ve serbest kelime dizilimi vard³r. Dilin bu Ä ozellikleri
konu» sma tan³mada da¸ garc³k patlamas³na ve dilin istatistiklerinde karma» s³kl³¸ ga sebep
olmaktad³r. Bu sorunlar³n Ä ustesinden gelebilmek i» cin uygulamaya yÄ onelik, radyoloji,
dikte sistemi Ä onerilmi» stir. KÄ u» cÄ uk da¸ garc³kl³, konu» smac³ ba¸ g³ms³z, radyoloji konu» sma
tan³ma sisteminde kelime tabanl³ dil modeli kullan³larak yÄ uzde 87.06'l³k konu» sma tan³ma
ba» sar³m³na ula» s³lm³» st³r. Buna ra¸ gmen, ayn³ sistem haberlerin diktesi i» cin kullan³ld³¸ g³nda,
da¸ garc³k d³» s³ kelimelerin » coklu¸ gundan dolay³ yÄ uzde 46.29'luk tan³ma ba» sar³m³ vermi» stir.
Bu yÄ uzden, birk³s³m sÄ ozcÄ ukler, kÄ ok, kÄ oksonras³ ve morfemler gibi daha kÄ u» cÄ uk tan³ma
birimlerine bÄ olÄ unmÄ u» s ve bu kÄ u» cÄ uk birimler, bÄ olÄ unmemi» s sÄ ozcÄ uklerle birlikte, sÄ ozlÄ uk
elemanlar³ olarak konu» sma tan³y³c³ya tan³t³lm³» st³r. Bu durumda, orta boyutlu bir
da¸ garc³kla, da¸ garc³k d³» s³ kelime » coklu¸ gu sorunu halledilebilmi» s, ve dilin istatistiksel
modelleri i» cin daha iyi kestirimler elde edilmi» stir. Buna ra¸ gmen, en iyi tan³ma ba» sar³m³
kelime tabanl³ dil modeliyledir.vi
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition
The aim of speech recognition is to understand the human speech by machines
and then machines perform the task based on this understanding. The main parts
of speech recognition are the acoustic modeling where models are derived from the
speech feature vectors, lexicon which contains the phonemic representations of words,
language modeling that characterizes the statistical regularities of the language and the
decoding part which decides the best word sequence. Finally, the recognizer transcribes
the acoustic signal to symbols.
The important decisions for the speech recognition systems are the size of the vo-
cabulary and the selection of the base recognition units. The vocabulary size depends
on the speech recognition application. For large vocabulary continuous speech recog-
nition (LVCSR) system, the vocabulary size increases to thousands of words, however
a credit card veri¯cation system needs only the 10 digits as the vocabulary entries. If
words are recognized in isolation as in the digit recognition case, all the words in the
lexicon have equal chance to follow each other but in continuous speech recognition or
a dictation task, the regularities of the language get great importance. In that case,
the chance of all the words to follow each other is determined by the language itself
which is the main idea behind language modeling.
Second decision criterion is the selection of the base recognition units. There
is a high tendency to select the words as units. However, the selection decision has
to be changed according to the characteristics of the language. For English, it is a
good choice, however for agglutinative languages, words as recognition units will be
failed due to the productive morphology of the language. The criterion for appropriate
base recognition units is that, the units have to be longer enough in terms of acoustic
information to make a reliable decision. Also the units will be able to cover the language
with the moderate vocabulary size. The selection of the recognition units for LVCSR2
applications will be main issue of this thesis.
1.2. Language Modeling
Language Modeling is an essential part of the speech recognition. The aim of
language modeling is to capture the regularities of the natural language to improve
the recognition performance. It estimates the distribution of the language units using
the training data which is the text. Language model helps to the recognizer in the
determination of the best words sequence. Due to the characteristics of the language,
some words have a high probability to follow each other, and some words have no change
to occur in the same context. Therefore, language modeling gives the recognizer an
idea about the next recognized word, and decreases the number of the candidates. It
is impossible to estimate the distribution all the consecutive word sequences, however
this approach can be feasible by estimating the probability distribution for only the N
consecutive words, which is called the N-gram language models. For small vocabulary
speech recognition applications, estimation of the distribution of words is a possible
approach using a moderate size text corpus. However, for large vocabulary applications,
it becomes impossible to estimate the distribution of the language accurately. IBM
shows that several hundred million words are needed to saturate the N-gram language
models where N is equal to two and a few billion words for N is equal to three [1].
1.3. Modeling Turkish
Turkish is a challenging language for LVCSR applications. There are two reasons
for this. One of them is the language characteristics of Turkish because Turkish char-
acterizes an agglutinative nature with lots of in°ectional and derivational su±xes. The
other one is the lack of resources like speech databases, text corpora and pronunciation
dictionary for Turkish.
Most of the research in LVCSR is done in English, and for languages like English,
many LVCSR engines have been evaluated. However, the morphological structure of
Turkish is completely di®erent than English. Continuous speech recognition and a dic-3
tation system need a huge vocabulary size. However, the in°ectional nature of Turkish
increases the vocabulary size drastically if words are selected as base recognition units.
The words that are introduced to the recognizer but are not found in the vocabulary
are called the \out-of-vocabulary (OOV)" words and due to the agglutinative nature
of Turkish the OOV words are very large. As a consequence applying the same meth-
ods to Turkish will give poor recognition results because of the large number of OOV
words. Therefore, new methods for languages like Turkish have to be investigated.
This thesis is an attempt to solve the problem of vocabulary explosion due to the
agglutinative nature of the language. If words are selected as base recognition units,
the vocabulary size will be very large to cover most of the words in the language. Also
in the vocabulary, there will be lots of words that derive from a single stem. Therefore,
we try to solve this problem by using the morphological properties of Turkish. The
aim will be to decrease the number of OOV words with a decrease on the vocabulary
size for the LVCSR engine of Turkish. To achieve this goal, our base concern will be
to use the combinations of previously proposed language modeling units.4
2. SPEECH RECOGNITION
Dictation is simply the process of converting acoustic speech signals into written
from. The ¯rst step in designing a dictation system is building a speech recognizer.
Therefore, in this chapter ¯rstly the fundamentals of the speech recognition will be
explained. The components of the speech recognizer are shown in the Figure 2.1.
In the ¯rst step of the recognition, feature vector of the input speech is derived
using the spectral analysis. In subword models part, subword (like phones, syllable)
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are generated, then using the lexicon, consist of the
transcriptions of the words, word models, HMM's are created. Language Models are
generated using the training text input and its role in the recognition network is to
control the best phoneme or word sequence and improve the recognition performance.
Finally decoder ¯nds the optimum word sequence.
If we consider the mathematical formulation of the speech recognition, for a given
acoustic observation vector A = A1A2:::An, the aim of speech recognition is to ¯nd out
the corresponding word sequence ^ W = w1w2:::wn, that has the maximum posterior
probability P(WjA), expressed as [2]:
^ W = arg maxP(WjA) (2.1)
w
If we apply Bayes' rule to (2.1):
^ W = arg max
P(AjW)P(W)
P(A)
(2.2)
In (2.2), acoustic observation A is ¯xed, so maximizing this equation is equal to max-
imizing the following equation:
^ W = arg maxP(AjW)P(W) (2.3)5
Figure 2.1. Block diagram of subword unit base continuous speech recognizer [3]
where P(AjW) is related to acoustic modeling and P(W) is calculated using language
modeling. Building these models accurately is very important for the performance of
the speech recognizer.
2.1. Acoustic Modeling
In (2.3), P(AjW) is the acoustic modeling part. It is the probability of the
acoustic observation vector A when the speaker intend to utter the word sequence W.
In Large Vocabulary Speech Recognition systems, there are lots of words, therefore,
instead of modeling each word, they are decomposed into smaller subword units like
phones, triphones, syllables and then acoustic models for these subword units are gen-
erated. Word models are produced by concatenation of these subword units. Mostly,
Hidden Markov Models [4] are used for acoustic modeling.
In continuous speech recognition, for word model generation, instead of the con-
catenation of individual phone models, concatenations of triphones are used. Triphone
model takes into consideration of the neighboring left and right phones. If a phone
has di®erent neighboring phones in two di®erent contexts, they have been considered
as di®erent triphones. This context dependency can improve the system performance,6
if the parameters of the triphones are estimated using a large amount of training data
[2].
2.2. Statistical Language Modeling
The aim of Statistical Language Modeling (SLM) is to estimate the distribution
of the natural language for the purpose of speech recognition and other language tech-
nologies [1]. SLM estimates the necessary linguistic information using training data
that is text. So estimation critically depends on the availability of the large amounts
of the training data.
If we consider the mathematical formulation of the statistical language modeling,
in (2.3), P(W) refers to the language modeling part of the speech recognition. It is the
probability of the word string W and formulated as
P(W) = P(w1;w2;:::;wn) (2.4)
Using the Chain Rule P(W) can be decomposed as [5]
P(W) =
n Y
i=1
P(wijw1;:::;wi¡1) (2.5)
where P(wijw1;:::;wi¡1) is the probability that wi will be spoken given the words
w1;:::;wi¡1, which where previously spoken. It is called the history.
It is impossible to estimate the probabilities P(wijw1;:::;wi¡1) for large vocabu-
lary sizes. Since some histories are unique or repeating only a few times. A practical
solution to this problem is to assume that the history equals to the several previous
words. If the history equals to N ¡1 previous words, we have N-gram language model
and P(W) is calculated as,
P(W) =
n Y
i=1
P(wijwi¡N+1;:::;wi¡1) (2.6)7
We have the trigram model: P(wijwi¡2;wi¡1), if wi depends on the previous two
words. If wi depends on the previous word, then we have the bigram model: P(wijwi¡1).
Finally if we make the assumption that all the words are uttered independently, then
we get the unigram model: P(wi).
The statistics of the N-gram models are calculated using a training text corpus.
The domain and the size of the training corpus has importance in estimating Language
Model probabilities. The calculation of N-gram probabilities is simply a counting and
a normalization process. The occurrences of a particular N-gram is counted from a
text corpus and it is normalized with the occurrences of all of the N-grams, sharing the
same N-1 previous words. The formulation of the N-gram probabilities is as follows:
P(wijwi¡N+1;:::;wi¡1) =
C(wi¡N+1;:::;wi¡1;wi)
P
w C(wi¡N+1;:::;wi¡1;w)
(2.7)
In (2.7), C(wi¡N+1;:::;wi¡1;wi) is the count, showing how many times the N-gram
wi¡N+1;:::;wi¡1;wi occurs in the training corpus.
One of the problems in N-gram language modeling is the data sparseness. If the
training corpus is not large enough, then extremely small probabilities can be assigned
to many possible word sequences. In that case, N-gram smoothing should be applied. In
N-gram smoothing the extremely small probabilities like zero probability are increased
and high probabilities are decreased to make the probability distribution of the model
°atter. Therefore, smoothing techniques produce more robust probabilities for unseen
data, in spite of the fact that the likelihood for the seen data may be hurt slightly [2].
The quality of a language model is evaluated mostly over the test set, new data.
If speech recognition is involved, word error rate (WER) is the quality metric of the
language model. However, if speech recognition is not participated, then the quality
measure is the test-set perplexity which is calculated from entropy.
Entropy is a measure of information describing the uncertainty about an event.8
If X is a random variable which ranges over Â and with particular probability function
p(x), the entropy of this random variable is de¯ned as
H(X) = ¡
X
x²Â
p(x)logp(x) (2.8)
If the probability distribution of p does not known actually, it is the case in
language modeling, and then cross entropy becomes useful. It allows us to use some
pm, which is a model of p, [1].
cross ¡ entropy(p;pm) = ¡
X
D
p(D)logpm(D) (2.9)
where D = (D1;D2;:::;Dn) is the new data sample. Finally, average number of choices
that a random variable has to make, it is the perplexity, is calculated as,
perplexity(p;pm) = 2
cross¡entropy(p;pm) (2.10)
From the speech recognition framework, perplexity is the average branching factor.
If the perplexity is high, this means that after the recognizer recognizes a word, the
recognizer will consider a large number of choices as the next word, because lots of
words can follow the previously recognized word. Therefore, lower perplexity means
the better language model. However, lower perplexity does not result in lower word
error rates every time.9
3. TURKISH RADIOLOGICAL DICTATION SYSTEM
Dictation is one of the most challenging areas in automatic speech recognition.
There is a large demand for speech-to-text systems because speaking is faster than typ-
ing in most of the languages. However, today most dictation systems do not perform
at desired recognition rates, since the vocabulary size can be huge for any given lan-
guage. In order to alleviate this problem, task-speci¯c dictation systems are proposed
in many areas. One common example is dictation for radiologists who are often eyes
and hands-busy at work. In Turkey, in most of the hospitals, radiologist perform their
task by recording the diagnosis about the X-ray photograph or the MRI of the patient
and then a secretary converts these recordings into written form. Therefore using a
dictation system can make the life easier from the point of the radiologist.
The aim of this chapter is to build a state-of-art LVCSR system for radiological
dictation. The reasons that radiology area is selected for this dictation system are as
follows:
i. Using keyboards for input entry is not appropriate for hands-busy and eyes-busy
applications, and radiologist is a speci¯c example of this type.
ii. Huge vocabulary sizes degrades the recognition performance, however, in radi-
ology area vocabulary size is small as radiology science has its own speci¯ed
vocabulary.
iii. Although, Turkish is a di±cult language for speech recognition applications, be-
cause of its agglutinative nature and free word order, the systematic arrangement
of words in sentence formation, make the radiology area suitable for the dictation
applications.
Therefore, in Turkish Radiological dictation system, the vocabulary size can be
reduced to only several thousand words, and the perplexity, average branching factor
from a word, can be very small.10
There is a previous research e®ort [6] on the design of a dictation system for Radi-
ology area. This research considers only the acoustical modeling and higher recognition
performance is achieved on their test set. However, our main goal in designing the ra-
diological dictation system is to see the performance of a LVCSR system over a test
set with a high coverage, small perplexity and using words as base recognition units.
This is the counterexample of general Turkish. It has been shown in [7] that because of
the agglutinative characteristics of Turkish, LVCSR e®orts on Turkish Language shows
higher perplexities and smaller coverage over the test set if words are selected as base
recognition units.
In this chapter, ¯rstly an overview of our recognizer is given. Then, the statistics
of the radiology text corpus and the recognition results will be explained.
3.1. Recognizer Overview
In this thesis, Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) [8] is used for the design of
the speech recognizer. HTK is a toolkit for building HMM's. Although, it is designed
for general purpose, it is primary usage is in particularly in speech recognition.
3.1.1. Acoustical Training
The ¯rst step in recognizer development is data preparation. Large amounts of
training data is needed for better models. We need some amounts of labeled data for
initial model generation, and then some unlabeled data for building better models.
We used the labeled recordings of 10 people each of them uttering 149 di®erent
phonetically balanced words and sentences for the initial estimates of our monophone
models. We generate 29 monophone models with three states and six mixtures. Then
we generate our own training database recordings for radiological dictation system. We
select 95 sentences covering the most frequent triphones from our radiology reports.
Speech data from these sentences are recorded from 16 di®erent people. These unla-
beled data are labeled using the initial monophone estimates by force alignment, and11
these recordings are used for the ¯nal estimates of our monophone models. Also a three
state silence model, for modeling the beginning and the ending of the utterances, and a
one state short pause model, for representing the pauses between words, are generated.
The next step is making context-dependent triphones from monophone models
and re-estimating them. This step is also generated using the HMM training tools of
HTK. By this way we generate 1680 triphone models and we decrease this number to
1650 by applying data driven clustering. Also, triphones that will be used for word
generation in radiological report entry, but is not available in the acoustical training
data are mapped to these 1650 physical models using the acoustical similarity criterion
of phonemes.
Finally, we have 1650 physical models that will be used in radiological reporting
via speech.
3.1.2. Language Model Training
The language modeling library of HTK can support general N-grams. However,
constructing and using N-grams are limited to bigram. Therefore, we will use bigram
in our recognition experiments. Bigram probabilities with back-o® smoothing are cal-
culated using HTK. The back-o® bigrams are given by [8]
p(i;j) =
(
(N(i;j) ¡ D)=N(i) ifN(i;j) > t
b(i)p(j) otherwise
(3.1)
In (3.1), N(i;j) is the number of times word j follows word i, N(i) is the total number of
word i in the training text, D is the discount constant, t is the bigram count threshold,
and b(i) is the back-o® weight which is calculated as:
b(i) =
1 ¡
P
j²B p(i;j)
1 ¡
P
j²B p(j)
(3.2)
where, B is the set of all words for which p(i;j) has a bigram.12
Then we generated our recognition network with back-o® bigram language model
probabilities. Also we generated sublattice networks for the month, date and digits
which will be appended to the radiology words network. We assign small back-o®
bigram probabilities to these networks.
One important point in dictation is to make the transcript document as close
as possible to the original one. Therefore the punctuation marks are very important.
However, while recording the radiological reports some of the doctors preferred to
utter all of the punctuation marks and some doctors do not utter all of them. Also
the collected report from the hospital is very limited. Therefore, we train the language
models using the texts of the same reports with all the punctuation marks and without
the punctuation marks.
3.1.3. Graphical User Interface
We designed a graphical user interface for our radiological dictation system. The
screen shot of our system is shown in Figure 3.1. The parts of our interface are as
follows:
² Patient Number, Name-Surname: This part is an entry from the user, the patient
number and the name-surname will be shown on the left top of the output report.
² Record button: Record button is used for recording voices for later use in o®-line
recognition. It records at 16 kHz, 16 bits wav format.
² Run Recognizer Live: This part is designed for recognition from direct audio
input. However, this part is not working as real time e®ectively due to the
recognition properties of HTK.
² Recognize from a ¯le: This part is designed for o®-line recognition. It gives better
recognition results than online recognition.
² Start-Stop button: This buttons are used to start and stop the recognition.
² Advanced button: This button is a part to arrange the advance settings of the
recognizer. It is used to arrange the grammar scale factor, word insertion penalty
and pruning threshold parameters. This part is shown in Figure 3.2.13
Figure 3.1. Graphical user interface of the radiological dictation system
² File name: This part is used to select the wav ¯le for recognition and to listen.
² Evaluate Recognition Results: This part is designed for the evaluation of the
recognition results. Original and the recognized ¯les are compared with each
other and the recognition statistics are obtained.
² Construct Language Model: In this part a sentence or a .txt ¯le can be directly
appended to the available language model.
² Vocabulary Search: An unrecognized word can be checked if it is in the vocabulary
or not, using this button. Also this new word can be added directly to the
vocabulary.
Our ¯nal output is a radiology report saved as a text document. A radiologist can
listen to the recorded wav ¯le with the play button and can edit the recognized output
¯le at that time.14
Figure 3.2. Advanced settings of the radiological dictation system
3.2. Statistics of the Radiology Corpus
3.2.1. Training and Test Data
The radiological reports needed for the training of the speech recognition system
are collected from Hacettepe University Radiology Department. All of them are ultra-
sonography reports belonging to 28 di®erent areas. We have collected 507 radiological
ultrasonography reports. There are 437 reports belonging to 28 di®erent radiologi-
cal domains in the training corpus and there are 60 reports belonging to 17 di®erent
radiological domains in the test data.
3.2.2. Statistics of the Training Corpus
In this part Training Corpus is evaluated according to the number of distinct
tokens. The detailed description of the number of distinct tokens will be explained
later in the analysis of the Broadcast news corpus. In radiology LVCSR system, the
tokens will be the words in the training corpus and the distinct tokens will be the
number of the distinct words.
Table 3.1. Statistics of the training corpus
Number of Tokens Number of Distinct Tokens
(words) (distinct words)
Training Corpus 91469 156215
The analysis of the radiology corpus is given in Table 3.1. It is clear from the
table that, the number of distinct words to cover all the words (91469 words) in the
training corpus is very small. Therefore all of these distinct words are added to the
vocabulary of the radiological dictation system.
3.2.3. Statistics with Respect to Test Set
In this part coverage and perplexity analysis over the test set will be given with
the available training data. By coverage over the test set, we mean the per cent of the
words which are both in the vocabulary and the test data. The recognizer has no chance
to recognize the words that are not in the vocabulary. Therefore, high coverage over
the test set means a high theoretical recognition performance. By perplexity analysis
over the test set, we mean the bigram perplexity of the test set calculated over the
training text corpus. Small perplexity means a better language model because from
the point of the recognizer the number of choices for a new word decreases. However
small perplexity does not grantee higher recognition performance.
As mentioned before, from totally collected 507 radiology reports 60 of them are
selected for test and 437 of them for training. The analysis of the test data in term of
coverage and perplexity is given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Statistics of the test data
Coverage (%) Perplexity
Training Corpus 95.54 13.62
As shown from the table, the coverage is very high and the perplexity is very
small especially compared to the general Turkish. This is the indication of the speci¯c
and limited vocabulary of the radiology area.16
3.3. Recognition Experiments
We perform recognition experiments with the recordings of the test data. The
test data are recorded with the utterances of six female and four male speakers, only
two of them are doctors. The pronunciation of radiological terminology is not easy for
an unfamiliar speaker. Therefore, the pronunciation variability between speakers are
very high. Also the recordings are taken in two di®erent ways, as reading reports slowly
(Recordings-1) and very fast (Recordings-2). The recognition results are explained in
Table 3.3.
Table 3.3. Recognition experiments with the radiology corpus
Correct (%) Accuracy (%)
Recordings-1 87.06 84.35
Recordings-2 82.47 80.79
In Recordings-1, where reports are uttered in a slow manner, the recognition
performance is better. However, in most of the radiological reports, same words are
written di®erently, considered as di®erent tokens. There are lots of these kinds of
words and no preprocessing is applied to write all of them in the same manner. In the
evaluation of the results, this will cause substitution errors. Therefore, real recognition
performance of the dictation system is better than the given one.17
4. TURKISH BROADCAST NEWS DICTATION SYSTEM
As we mentioned before the aim of this thesis is to make a state-of-art LVCSR
system. In chapter 3, it has been shown that, in a speci¯c area like radiology, a dictation
system can perform well if words are selected as base recognition units. The reason
is that, the OOV rate and perplexity is very small compared to the general Turkish
because in radiology, there is a limited vocabulary with regular word formations. Also
from the point of the recognizer, large recognition units, words, contain enough acoustic
information to make a reliable decision. Therefore small error rates are achieved.
However, if we consider the general Turkish, the selection of base units will be
a crucial problem. If words are selected as base units, the OOV rate will be higher
because of the agglutinative nature of Turkish. By su±xation, millions of word forms
can be derived from a single Turkish root. Therefore the selection of words as base
units will increase the vocabulary size drastically, although words contain more acous-
tic information compared to the smaller recognition units like phonemes, syllables,
morphemes, etc...
In this chapter, we will try to solve this trade-o® using the morphological prop-
erties of Turkish. Especially, we will concentrate on the transcription of broadcast
news. In [7], di®erent base recognition units like words, stems and endings, roots and
morphemes are compared with each other. It has been found that, the best solution
is to parse the words as stems and endings, and then to select these parts as base
recognition units. In our thesis, we proposed a new model with the combination of all
the proposed models in [7]. In the next parts, ¯rstly, we will give a brief information
about the morphology of Turkish, and the morphological parser that we have been
used. Then our proposed model will be compared with the word based model in terms
number of tokens, coverage, perplexity and recognition performance.18
4.1. Turkish Morphology and Morphological Parser
4.1.1. Turkish Morphology
Morphology is the study of the internal structure of words and the rules by which
words are formed [9]. Turkish is an agglutinative language which means from the same
root, very high number of words can be formed by su±xation [10].
The su±xes of Turkish are categorized as derivational or in°ectional in terms of
their function. Derivation is used to produce new lexical items, and it may change the
grammatical category. Some examples are [11]:
bÄ uz+gÄ u (noun derived from verb stem)
kat+la (verb derived from noun stem)
tuz+luk (noun derived from noun stem)
kan+d³r (verb derived from verb stem)
However nominal in°ection only marks the grammatical notions like number, person,
gender, and verbal in°ection marks tense, aspect, modality and person. The morpho-
tactics for verbal in°ection is more complex than the nominal in°ection. The examples
of nominal and verbal in°ection is given in the below cases.
nominal in°ection:
ev+im+de+ki+ler+den (one of those that were in my house)
verbal in°ection:
yap+t³r+ma+yabil+iyor+du+k (It was possible that we did not make someone
do it)
A popular example of word formation showing the complex morphotactics of
Turkish is [12]:
\OSMANLILAS »TIRAMAYAB_ ILECEKLER_ IM_ IZDENM_ IS »S_ IN_ IZCES_ INE"19
which can be decomposed into morphemes as:
OSMAN+LI+LAS »+TIR+AMA+YAB_ IL+ECEK+LER+_ IM_ IZ+DEN+M_ IS »+S_ IN_ IZ
+CES_ INE
Its meaning is;
\as if you were of those whom we might consider not converting into an Ottoman"
Although there is not a one-to-one correspondence between Turkish morphemes
and English words, we can clearly say that a single Turkish word can correspond to a
group of English words. This example is the illustration of the drawback that we have
to encounter if we apply the same methods used in English speech recognition engines
directly to Turkish.
During the su±xation process, the ¯rst vowel of the morpheme must be com-
patible with the last vowel of the stem which is the rule of vowel harmony. Accord-
ing to vowel harmony, stem ending with back/front vowel takes a su±x starting with
back/front vowel. There are some exceptions, especially for the foreign words which are
enrolled to Turkish lexicon. Morphological parser overcomes this problem by adjusting
the last vowel of these stems according to the su±x they take.
Other characteristic of Turkish is the free word order. This is a challenging nature
from the perspective of the speech recognizer, because it increases the average branch-
ing factor from a word which leads to an increase in the perplexity of the language.
Although Turkish characterizes a subject-object-verb (SOV) type language, the order of
constitutes can be changed without e®ecting the grammar of the sentence. The e®ect
is only to emphasize the meaning. The word which will be emphasized in the sentence
is generally placed just before the verb, some examples are [13]:
Ben » cocu¸ ga kitab³ verdim (I gave the book to the children)
C »ocu¸ ga kitab³ ben verdim (It was me who gave the child the book)
Ben kitab³ » cocu¸ ga verdim (It was the child to whom I gave the book)20
Table 4.1 [14] shows the commonness of other constitutes order. As shown from
the table, there is a high tendency for SOV type in both the adult and the children
speech. However, none of them prefer to utter the sentences in VOS type.
Table 4.1. Percentage of di®erent word orders in Turkish
Sentence Children Adult
Type Speech (%) Speech (%)
SOV 46 48
OSV 7 8
SVO 17 25
OVS 20 13
VSO 10 6
VOS 0 0
4.1.2. The Morphological Parser
The morphological parser used in this thesis is ¯rstly developed at Bo¸ gazi» ci Uni-
versity Computer Engineering Department by C »etino¸ glu [15] and then modi¯ed by
Duta¸ gac³ [7]. In the parser, the stems and the su±xes with their properties are de-
¯ned; also the transitions between the morphemes are de¯ned by the grammatical
su±xation rules.
There are 29540 nominal and verbal stems de¯ned in the modi¯ed parser. In
addition, 5963 new stems are added to the parser from the broadcast news corpus. Also
there are lots of foreign words which take Turkish su±xes in the corpus. Therefore 462
foreign words are added to the parser as the nominal stems. The reason is to decrease
the number of indecomposable words, especially for the most frequent words.
The properties of the modi¯ed parser can be summarized as [7]:
² Each stem is added to the parser with a line describing the below properties
Character sequence of the stem21
Last letter of the stem
Last vowel of the stem
Category of the stem (verbal or nominal)
Type describing weather the surface form re°ects an in°ection or not
² If after su±xation, there is a change in the stem like deletion or modi¯cation of
the last letter and insertion of a new letter, then the surface realization of the
stem is added as a separate item. Some examples are \kitap" and \kitab+³",
\¯kir" and \¯kr+i", \his" and \hiss+i". The stems \kitap" and \kitab", \¯kir"
and \¯kr", \his" and \hiss" are added to the parser as separate items.
² Because of the vowel harmony, last vowel of the stem determines the surface form
of the morphemes added to the stem. However, there are some exceptions. For
example, if the word \ampul" takes a plural su±x it becomes \ampuller" instead
of \ampullar". By examining the indecomposable words, we add the last vowel
of these stems according to the su±xes they take.
One of the problems that we have to encounter is the morphological disambigua-
tion which is the problem of ¯nding the suitable morphological parses given a sequence
of words because a word can be decomposed into its morphemes in di®erent ways. In
[10], this problem is tried to be handled using the trigram model of in°ectional groups
derived from the words and the accuracy of ambiguity is increased to 95.07 per cent.
Extensive usage of su±xes causes ambiguities however; these ambiguities can
sometimes be resolved at phrase level. An example is the word \» cocuklar³", which can
be parsed as [13]:
child+PLU+3SG-POSS (his children)
child+3PL-POSS (their child)
child+PLU+3PL-POSS (their children)
child+PLU+ACC (children-accusative)
Also a word that has di®erent parts-of-speech causes morphological disambigua-
tion. For example the word \giderim", which can be parsed as [13]:22
N(gider)+ISG-POSS (my expense)
V(git)+AOR+ISG (I go)
During the parsing process, we do not deal with the morphological ambiguity
problem directly. In the parser, we sort all the stems according to their character
length. Therefore, selecting the ¯rst option as the parser output gives us the chance
of selecting the one with the longer stem. The reason of this is that stems will be the
recognition units and from the recognizer sight, longer units are better because they
contain more acoustic information.
4.2. Proposed Language Models
In this part, we will be concentrated on the selection of base recognition units for
speech recognition. The mostly used model is taking words as language modeling units
especially for English recognition engines. However, if this model is used in modeling
agglutinative languages like Turkish, Czech, Hungarian, Finnish and Korean the OOV
rate will be very high [16][17], because it is impossible that the lexicon will contain
all the words. Our proposed model will be the combination of all the models given in
[7], word-based model, morpheme-based model and stem-ending-based model. Word-
based model and the combined model will be applied on the data collected from the
broadcast news.
4.2.1. Word-based Model
In word-based model, words are selected as lexicon entries for speech recognition
and language modeling probabilities are extracted from the training corpus using the
words as units. The system for this model is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Here, Z is
the model used to represent the short pauses between the consecutive words. The
transition probabilities between the Z model and the word model, also between word
models are calculated using bigram language models.
This is the model used in the recognition engine of the radiological dictation23
Figure 4.1. Word-based model
system. Using bigram language models, 87.06 per cent recognition rate is achieved
with 4.46 per cent OOV rate over the test set. Although words are selected as recog-
nition units, the reason of these results is the speci¯c and limited vocabulary of the
radiological terminology and the regularity in sentence formation. However, we expect
smaller recognition rate with higher OOV rate, if we used this model in broadcast news
dictation. The detailed results will be given in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
4.2.2. Combined Model
Combined Model is the combination of all the models proposed in [7]. The pre-
viously proposed models can be summarized as:
² Word-based Model:
This is the same model explained in Section 4.2.1. Words are the lexicon entries
and the base recognition units for this model. Although, words are larger recog-
nition units and this is the desired situation from the point of the recognizer, the24
agglutinative nature of Turkish, makes it impossible to add all the words to the
vocabulary. Therefore with a speci¯ed vocabulary size the coverage is small. Also
with the addition of new data the vocabulary growth becomes very high because
it is possible to derive millions of new words from a single stem by su±xation.
² Morpheme-based Word Model:
The model where, all the words are decomposed to their stems and morphemes
and then these are parts are taken as lexicon entries. In this model stems and
morphemes are utilized as base recognition units. Due to the agglutinative char-
acteristics of Turkish, a stem can be followed with lots of su±xes. By di®erent
combinations of stems and morphemes which are determined by the morphotac-
tics of Turkish, lots of Turkish words can be derived. Therefore, the aim of this
model is to reduce the vocabulary size and increase the coverage with the speci¯ed
vocabulary by using stems and morphemes as vocabulary entries.
One of the drawbacks of the morpheme-based word model is that most of the mor-
phemes are smaller recognition units compared to the words. Therefore, these
units are lack of enough acoustic information for reliable speech recognition. For
this reason, during the recognition experiments it has been found that, although
using smaller vocabulary sizes high coverage is achieved, the recognition perfor-
mance is poorer than the classical word-based model.
² Stem-ending-based Word Model:
The model where, all the words are decomposed to their stems and endings and
then these are parts are taken as lexicon entries. The concatenation of morphemes
which follows a stem is named as the ending. In this model stems and endings
are utilized as base recognition units. Here, the proposed idea behind this model
is to get rid of the problem of smaller recognition units by concatenating the
morphemes. This idea for agglutinative languages is ¯rstly proposed in [18], and
this approach is applied to Turkish in [19]. If stems and endings are used as
the vocabulary entries, to achieve the same coverage, vocabulary size increases
compared to the previous model. However, recognition performance is better than
the morpheme based model because of the larger recognition units. Therefore,
this model becomes a solution for the the trade o® between the small coverage in
word-based model and lack of acoustic information in morpheme based model.25
The combination of all these models will be our proposed combined model. The
idea of the combined model is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2. Basic idea behind the combined model
As shown from the ¯gure; the tokens, the base language modeling units, are both
the words which are left as stems, stems, endings and the morphemes available in the
training corpus.
For the parsing process, the modi¯ed morphological parser is used. Firstly, all
the words in the training corpus is parsed according to the morphotactics of Turkish.
Then a post-processing is applied for the three di®erent word groups, most frequent N
words, most frequent N-2N words and the remaining words. The idea of the combined
model is as follows:
² All the words in the training corpus are sorted according to the frequency of
occurrences.
² Most frequent N words are left as stems.
If a word in this group takes no su±xation, then no parsing is applied. However,
if it takes su±xes then it is parsed as \word+ending". For example, if the word
\» cocuklar³n" is in this group, instead of parsing it as \» cocuk+lar+³n", the whole
word is left as stem. If the word \» cocuklar³ndan" is in the corpus, it is parsed as
\» cocuklar³n+dan" where \» cocuklar³n" is the word and the \dan" is the ending26
part, although the stem of this word is \» cocuk".
² Most frequent N to 2N words are parsed into stems and endings.
If a word is in this group, then a post processing is applied and all the morphemes
of the word is concatenated to generate the ending part.
² Remaining words are parsed into stems and morphemes.
No post processing is applied to the output of the morphological parser.
² All of the words which are left as stems, all the parsed stems, endings and mor-
phemes are the tokens of the model which will be the lexicon entries.
The system for this model is shown in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3. Combined model
In this ¯gure, Z is the model used to represent short pauses between the consec-
utive words and NULL nodes are used to decrease the number of arcs in the represen-
tation. As shown from the ¯gure, there will be transitions from words to endings or
to other words or stems. The reason is that words are left as stems so they can take
su±xes or can be single stems. Also there are transitions between the stems to endings
or morphemes. The morphemes part has its own lattice and the lattice is generated
using the morphotactics of the Turkish with the available morphemes in the training
corpus. Also the transition probabilities between words to endings, stems to endings27
or morphemes, also within the NULL nodes are calculated from the training corpus.
In our proposed model, ¯rstly we select N as 2500. The most frequent 2500 words
are left as stems; the most frequent words between 2500 and 5000 are decomposed into
stem and endings, ¯nally the remaining words are decomposed into their stem and
morphemes. This model is named as the combined model with 2.5K words. Then we
increase the number of the most frequent words from 2500 to 5000, and apply the same
procedure. The aim is to see the e®ect of the number lexicon entries left as words.
This model is named as the combined model with 5.0K words.
4.3. Statistics of the Corpus
4.3.1. Training Corpus
We have collected our text material to construct statistical language models.
Our text material is the articles of Milliyet newspaper belonging to di®erent domains
collected in a one month period. The domains, the number of words in each domain
and the percentage of each domain in the text corpus are given in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Number of words and percentage of each domain in the training corpus
Domain Number of Percentage of the
words training corpus (%)
World News 33534 9.43
Economics 86123 24.23
Contemporary News 65380 18.39
Politics 104467 29.39
Daily Life 65993 18.56
Total 355497 100
Also, the training data is grouped as: Train-1, Train-2,..,Train-5, using the do-
main groups given in Table 4.3. The reason is to enlarge the training corpus by adding
news from di®erent domains and to see the e®ect of this on the statistics of the training28
corpus and test data.
Table 4.3. Di®erent domains in the training data groups
Train-1 World News
Train-2 World News, Economics
Train-3 World News, Economics, Contemporary News
Train-4 World News, Economics, Contemporary News, Politics
Train-5 World News, Economics, Contemporary News, Politics, Daily Life
4.3.2. Test Data
Our test data is still the articles of the Milliyet newspaper collected in one day
from ¯ve di®erent domains. The collection days of the training corpus and the test
data are not the same. The domains, the number of words in each domain and the
percentage of each domain in the test data are given in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4. Number of words and percentage of each domains in the test data
Domain Number of Percentage of the
words training corpus (%)
World News 683 9.73
Economics 1802 25.68
Contemporary News 1886 26.88
Politics 1253 17.86
Daily Life 1392 19.84
Total 7016 100
4.3.3. Number of Distinct Tokens
Number of distinct tokens is an important concept in the determination of the
vocabulary size. It gives the minimum vocabulary size needed to cover 100 per cent
of the training data. The selection of the tokens di®ers from model to model which29
will be used during the construction of the language model. In word-based model, the
tokens will be the words in the training text and in the combined model the tokens
will be the words, stems, endings and morphemes which are available in the training
corpus.
4.3.3.1. Word-based Model. Table 4.5 gives the statistics of the training corpus in
terms of the number of distinct tokens using word-based model. The second column
of the table gives the number of tokens, the third column gives the number of distinct
tokens and the fourth column gives the number of new distinct tokens after the addition
of the text data in a new domain.
Table 4.5. Number of tokens (words), number of distinct tokens and number of new
distinct tokens in the word-based model
Number of Number of Distinct Number of New
Tokens Tokens Distinct Tokens
(words) (distinct words) (distinct words)
Train-1 33534 10258 10258
Train-2 119657 23275 13017
Train-3 185037 35399 12124
Train-4 289504 46996 11597
Train-5 355497 55931 8935
As shown in Table 4.5, the number of tokens and the number of distinct tokens
are very high for this model. Addition of each domain introduces approximately 10
thousand new words to the corpus.
4.3.3.2. Combined Model with 2.5K Words. Table 4.6 gives the statistics of the train-
ing corpus in terms of the number of distinct tokens using the combined model with
the most frequent 2500 words. In this model, the tokens are both the most frequent
2500 words, stems, endings and morphemes. Di®erent than the previous table, a new
column showing the number of words in that training set is added to the table.30
Table 4.6. Number of words, number of tokens, number of distinct tokens and number
of new distinct tokens in the combined model with the most frequent 2500 words
Number of Number of Number of Distinct Number of New
Words Tokens Tokens Distinct Tokens
Train-1 33534 47676 5584 5584
Train-2 119657 165225 9538 3954
Train-3 185037 258952 13378 3840
Train-4 289504 406790 15762 2384
Train-5 355497 503863 18228 2466
In this model, the number of distinct tokens is comparable smaller than the
word-based model. Also, the addition of each new domain to the corpus introduces
approximately three thousand new tokens.
4.3.3.3. Combined Model with 5.0K Words. The only di®erence between this model
and the model in part 4.3.3.2, is the number of most frequent words. In this model
tokens are both the most frequent 5000 words, stems, endings and morphemes. The
statistics of this model is given in Table 4.7. The addition of each new domain intro-
duces approximately four thousand new tokens.
Table 4.7. Number of words, number of tokens, number of distinct tokens and number
of new distinct tokens in the combined model with the most frequent 5000 words
Number of Number of Number of Distinct Number of New
Words Tokens Tokens Distinct Tokens
Train-1 33534 43638 6738 6738
Train-2 119657 151936 11366 4628
Train-3 185037 238625 15401 4035
Train-4 289504 374664 17874 2473
Train-5 355497 464214 20358 248431
4.3.3.4. Comparison of Models. If we compare these three models in terms of number
of distinct tokens, the combined model with the 2.5K most frequent words has the
minimum number of distinct tokens. The reason is that, in this model most of the
tokens are left as stems, morphemes and endings instead of words. Because of the
morphological productivity of Turkish, it is possible to generate lots of new words by
concatenating stems with endings and morphemes. Therefore, this model shows that,
most of the words in the training corpus have the same stems, endings or morphemes.
Although the combined model with the most frequent 5.0K words has words, stems,
endings and morphemes as tokens, the number of distinct tokens is higher than the
¯rst model as more words are left as tokens. The word-based model has the highest
number of distinct tokens; also addition of new data from di®erent areas increases the
number of distinct tokens drastically. The reason is that, if only a morpheme di®ers
between two words, these two words are considered as di®erent tokens.
4.3.4. Coverage
Coverage is an important metric for the recognition performance of a recognizer.
The words that are in the test set but not available in the lexicon are called OOV
words. If a word is an OOV word, then the recognizer has no chance to recognize
it correctly. Therefore OOV words are the main source of recognition errors and the
coverage gives us a rough idea about the maximum theoretical performance of the
recognizer. Also, it is impossible to add all the words in the training set to obtain 100
per cent coverage over the training set because the vocabulary size will be very large,
and this will overload the system. So the vocabulary size decision is very important to
balance the trade-o® between the OOV rate and the overloading system.
4.3.4.1. Coverage with the Word-based Model:. Table 4.8 shows the coverage of the
word based model over the raining and test texts with the speci¯ed vocabulary size
given in the ¯rst column which are the most frequent words in the training corpus.
It is interesting to note that, by using the most frequent 10 words in the corpus, it32
Table 4.8. Coverage with respect to the word-based model
Coverage Analysis (%)
Vocabulary Size Training Set Test Set
(in words)
10 15.39 14.96
20 19.08 18.83
50 24.59 24.19
100 29.82 28.68
500 44.59 43.28
1000 52.22 50.28
2000 60.66 58.57
3000 65.77 63.05
5000 72.37 69.51
10000 81.10 77.16
20000 89.07 83.57
30000 93.25 86.73
40000 95.85 88.00
50000 98.46 89.63
56931 100 90.49
is possible to cover approximately 15 per cent of the test data. Although the vocabulary
size is very large, all the words in the training corpus (55931 words) can cover only the
90 per cent of the test set. The main reason for this is the morphological productivity
of Turkish. 53.4 per cent of the words in the training corpus is used only ones and 15.6
per cent of the words are used only twice. However, if we consider the stems, endings
or the morphemes of the words which occur only once or twice, we expect to see that
they share the same stems, endings and morphemes with the most frequent words and
this is the motivation for our proposed combined model.33
4.3.4.2. Coverage with the Combined Model with 2.5K Words. In this combined model,
instead of words, coverage is determined with the tokens, the most frequent 2500 words,
stems, endings and morphemes. The coverage of these tokens over the training and
test texts with the speci¯ed vocabulary size is shown in Figure 4.9.
Table 4.9. Coverage with respect to the combined model with 2.5K words
Coverage Analysis (%)
Vocabulary Size Training Set Test Set
10 14.50 15.03
20 19.67 19.70
50 27.87 28.18
100 35.33 35.66
500 56.38 55.50
1000 67.48 66.60
2000 79.38 78.09
3000 86.22 84.94
5000 93.29 92.04
10000 98.12 96.51
18228 100 98.10
Although in word-based model, only 81 per cent coverage is attained over the
training set with the most frequent 10000 distinct tokens, this coverage increase to
98 per cent for this model. Therefore, this table is the illustration of the productive
in°ectional and derivational su±xations of the Turkish morphology. As an example,
we can give the word \politikalardaki" (on the politics). It occurs only once in the
training corpus and lexicon size of more than 20K words are needed to cover this
word. However, this word can be covered by using a lexicon size of approximately 3K
words if the combined model is used, because the words \politika (stem)", and \lardaki
(ending)" are one of the most frequent tokens in this models.34
4.3.4.3. Coverage with the Combined Model with 5.0K Words. Table 4.10 illustrates
the coverage of the combined model with the most frequent 5.0K words over the training
and test texts with the speci¯ed vocabulary size (distinct tokens) given in the ¯rst
column.
Table 4.10. Coverage with respect to the combined model with 5.0K words
Coverage Analysis (%)
Vocabulary Size Training Set Test Set
10 13.36 12.66
20 17.43 17.77
50 24.56 24.76
100 31.34 31.73
500 50.89 50.41
1000 61.16 60.32
2000 72.50 71.30
3000 79.30 78.65
5000 87.92 86.65
10000 96.77 95.07
20000 99.93 97.90
20358 100 97.96
If we compare this table with the previous one, combined model with the most
frequent 2.5K words, it is clear that, with the same vocabulary size higher OOV rates
are achieved. The reason is that more words are left as tokens in this model.
4.3.4.4. Comparison of Models. If we compare these three models with respect to
coverage, similar results are obtained as in the comparison in terms of number of
distinct tokens. The smallest number of OOV rate is achieved with the combined
model with 2.5K and the highest OOV rate is achieved with the word-based model
if we use the same vocabulary size. With the most frequent 10000 tokens, although35
the coverage over the training set is 98.12 per cent with the combined model, coverage
decreases to 81.1 per cent for the word-based model. Also, if we left more words as
tokens, the coverage decreases to 96.77 per cent. This results show that, using smaller
tokens as recognition units, higher coverage is achieved with the same vocabulary size.
In all the languages, the smallest units are the phonemes. Therefore using only
phonemes as vocabulary entities will give us 100 per cent coverage independent of the
corpus size. However, from the speech recognition point of view, smaller units are
lack of acoustic information compared to the larger units and this will cause poorer
recognition performance.
4.3.5. Bigram Models
In this thesis, we use bigram models with back-o® smoothing. These models are
constructed using the Language Modeling tools of the HTK toolkit [8]. Although in
models with smaller recognition units, using higher order N-grams are more preferable,
the reason of using bigram models is the limited computational aspects of HTK in
constructing language models in recognition mode.
In this part, a detailed bigram analysis of the training corpus with respect to
the self and the test set will be made, and also the bigram hit, the percentage of the
bigrams both occurring in the training and the test set, will be given.
4.3.5.1. Bigram Analysis of the Word-based Model. The main comparison metric in
bigram analysis is the perplexity, average branching factor. Although Turkish is a SOV
type language, a sentence can be uttered in six di®erent ways. Therefore, due to the
free word order of Turkish, the branching factor from a word can be very high. Table
4.11 shows the bigram analysis of the word-based model with respect to the self and
the test data, also the bigram hit percentage of the test data.
The second column of the table shows the self perplexity analysis of the training36
Table 4.11. Bigram analysis for the word-based model
Bigram perplexity Bigram perplexity Bigram hits in test
with respect to self with respect to test data (%)
Train-1 753.95 659.26 30.4
Train-2 711.30 959.06 34.9
Train-3 936.18 1105.38 36.9
Train-4 957.81 1217.26 38.9
Train-5 1063.53 1278.17 39.7
corpus. As expected, adding news from di®erent domains increases the perplexity, be-
cause new bigrams and words added to the set. This means the number of alternatives
that can follow a word increase with the addition of the new data. At one point, the
perplexity has to be saturated for a better bigram model; however our training corpus
is very small for this saturation point. Also this small corpus size is the reason of
the little bit perplexity decrease from Train-1 to Train-2. If we look at the perplexity
analysis with respect to the test set, the perplexity increases with the increasing corpus
size. However, if our corpus is large enough, we can expect to see a decrease in the test
perplexity, because with larger amounts of data better estimates for the unseen data
is achieved. Also the last column of the table shows the level of the uncertainty in our
model, as the percentage of the bigram hits is very small. So we can say that, all of
the analysis shows that our corpus is not successful enough in modeling the bigrams.
4.3.5.2. Bigram Analysis of the Combined Model with 2.5K Words. Table 4.12 shows
the bigram analysis of the combined model with 2.5K with respect to the self and the
test data, also the bigram hit percentage of the test data.
From the table, it is interesting to note that, addition of new data from di®erent
domains decreases the training set perplexity. Also the self perplexity values are closer
to each other. However, the situation is reversed for the word-based case. Although
addition of new data introduces new distinct tokens and bigrams to the training corpus,37
Table 4.12. Bigram analysis for the combined model with 2.5K words
Bigram perplexity Bigram perplexity Bigram hits in test
with respect to self with respect to test data (%)
Train-1 208.11 537.30 33.6
Train-2 171.88 473.73 44.9
Train-3 201.14 384.82 51.6
Train-4 192.23 359.75 56.0
Train-5 197.58 334.45 58.7
the uncertainty of our model decreases. As lots of tokens which lead to the better
estimates of the previously seen bigrams added to the corpus. Therefore, this language
model works better in modeling the unseen data. This situation is shown in the third
column of the table, the test set perplexities decrease with the increasing corpus size.
Also, the percentage of hit values is comparable higher than the word-based model.
4.3.5.3. Bigram Analysis of the Combined Model with 5.0K Words. Table 4.13 shows
the bigram analysis of the combined model with 5.0K with respect to the self and the
test data, also the bigram hit percentage of the test data.
Table 4.13. Bigram analysis for the combined model with 5.0K words
Bigram perplexity Bigram perplexity Bigram hits in test
with respect to self with respect to test data (%)
Train-1 322.27 784.14 28.1
Train-2 264.64 775.97 37.4
Train-3 305.72 636.86 43.5
Train-4 285.84 579.04 48.1
Train-5 291.67 528.91 50.9
As shown in the table, perplexity with respect to self and test set decrease with38
increasing corpus size. However, the perplexity values are higher than the previous
model. Again, this is because of the number of words left as tokens.
4.3.5.4. Comparison of Models. If we compare these three models in terms of bigram
perplexity, we can say that combined models are better in language modeling with the
available corpus. In word-based model, the addition of new data always increases the
perplexity, which means increases the uncertainty of the model. However, in combined
models the newly added data improves the certainty of the language model by leading
to the better estimates over the previous bigram probabilities. Also, the perplexity for
the combined model with 2.5K is lower than the combined model with 5.0K. It can be
explained with the number of tokens left as words, stems, ending and morphemes. In
the ¯rst one, most of the tokens are smaller units compared to the latter one, therefore
better in modeling the unseen data.
4.3.6. Statistics with Respect to Test Set
As mentioned before our test set is the one of the daily news of the Milliyet news-
paper collected from ¯ve di®erent domains, and our training set is the news collected
from the same domains in a one month period. In this part, using the statistics of the
training corpus, the statistics of the test set will be evaluated in terms of coverage and
the bigram models.
If we consider coverage, the vocabulary size will be very huge if we generate
the lexicon with all the units in the corpus. Therefore we decided to the optimum
vocabulary size as 10K recognition units. This will be the vocabulary size that will
be used in the recognition experiments. The reason of this decision is that with 10K
words more than 80 per cent self coverage is achieved over the training set in word-based
model. However, the coverage is slightly higher for the other models. The coverage
statistics of the test set with the proposed models are given in Table 4.15.
As shown from the table, maximum coverage is achieved using the combined39
Table 4.14. Coverage analysis of the test set
Coverage Analysis (%)
Word-based Combined Model Combined Model
Model (2.5K) (5.0K)
77.16 96.51 95.07
model with the most frequent 2.5K words. The maximum OOV rate is for the word-
based model.
Table 4.15. Bigram analysis of the test set
Bigram Analysis (Perplexity)
Word-based Combined Model Combined Model
Model (2.5K) (5.0K)
476.68 294.36 433.78
The bigram analysis of the test set is given in Table 4.15. As seen from the table,
the smallest perplexity is for the combined model with 2.5K most frequent words. Also
the perplexity values for the other combined model and the word-based models are
similar to each other.
4.4. Recognition Experiments
We perform recognition experiments on the recording of the test data with only
one female speaker. All the test data is recorded at 16 KHz, and 16 bit wav format. As
the recognition performance of the models will be tested for LVCSR task, the recordings
are not only one utterance. Each recording contains approximately 10 sentences, and
each sentence is uttered in a manner like the continuous speech so there are not long
silence intervals between each words.40
4.4.1. The Recognizer
The recognizer used in these experiments is designed using the training and recog-
nition tools of the HTK toolkit. The properties of the recognizer are as follows:
² It is trained using the labeled recordings of 10 people each of them uttering
phonetically balanced 149 sentences and words. Also as unlabeled data, totally
8923 utterances of 195 di®erent speakers are used. The important point is that in
each of the models, the context-dependent triphones are trained according to the
language model. The reason for this is to better model the morphemes, endings
and stems available in the acoustical training data.
² Each of the recordings are at 16 KHz and 16 bit wav format.
² Context dependent triphones are used, and data-driven clustering is applied to
decrease the number of least frequent triphones in the data.
² Bigram language models are constructed for each model using the training text
that is arranged according to model. Bigram probabilities with back-o® smooth-
ing are used.
The performance of the model is evaluated using Per cent Correct and Per cent
Accuracy. Firstly optimal string match is made between the recognized utterance and
the original text. Then the substitution errors (S), deletion errors (D) and insertion
errors (I) can be calculated. If N is the total number of labels, words, stems, endings
morphemes, the percentage correct and accuracy are calculated as,
Per cent Correct =
N ¡ D ¡ S
N
£ 100% (4.1)
Per cent Accuracy =
N ¡ D ¡ S ¡ I
N
£ 100% (4.2)
Also the selection of the recognition parameters is an important point because
they have a great in°uence on the recognition performance. These parameters are the41
pruning threshold (t), word insertion penalty (p) and language model scaling (s). The
pruning threshold is necessary to eliminate the tokens that have no chance to succeed.
This parameter makes a signi¯cant reduction in the computation. Our observations
on previous recognition experiments showed that selecting the pruning threshold as
300 is a compromising solution. The word insertion penalty and the language model
scaling factor determine the number of the insertion and the deletion errors. If x is
the language model probability, it will converted to s £ x + p, before being added to
each word-end node [8]. The optimum parameters for p and s are decided after some
recognition experiments over one of the test recordings for all of the proposed models.
4.4.2. Recognition Experiments with Word-based Model
In word based model, there are 55931 distinct words in the training corpus.
Therefore, if we add all the words to the lexicon, we will have a huge recognition
network. Although, the self-coverage will be 100 per cent, this large number of words
in the lexicon will overload the recognizer. Also, lots of acoustically similar words will
be in the vocabulary, and this will cause an increase in the error rate. Therefore, we
decided to add only the most frequent 10000 words to the lexicon. With this vocabulary
size, 81 per cent coverage is attained over the training set.
Table 4.16. Selection of the p and s parameters for the word-based model
(correct/accuracy)
p/s 0 5 10 15 20
-10 33.00/-7.58 45.81/28.08 48.77/41.48 47.29/44.33 45.81/44.33
-5 29.06/-28.57 44.33/22.17 49.75/40.89 46.80/43.35 46.31/44.83
0 24.14/-54.14 43.84/16.75 50.25/37.93 49.75/45.81 46.80/45.32
5 15.27/-122.17 42.36/10.84 51.23/34.98 51.23/47.29 47.29/44.83
10 11.33/-217.24 38.42/-8.37 50.74/31.03 52.22/44.83 48.77/45.32
Firstly, we perform the recognition experiment on the one of the test recordings
to select the optimal parameters. The recognition results are given in in Table 4.16.
As seen from the table the best results are achieved for the parameters p = 10 and42
s = 15 for this model. Then we perform the experiment on the test recordings for the
below cases:
i. With the lexicon having the most frequent 10000 words in the training corpus.
This is the same experiment with the parameter selection case. There will be
some OOV words in the lexicon.
ii. Repeat the experiment in ii: with speaker adaptation. Here our aim is to eliminate
the e®ect of speaker variation and also the microphone.
iii. With lexicon having the most frequent 10000 words in the training corpus, and
also the OOV words in the test recording. The test data will be added to training
corpus in language model construction. Here our aim is to see our theoretical
maximum recognition performance.
The results for the i.'th and the ii'th experiment for each test recordings are given
in Table 4.17. \NA" gives recognition results without speaker adaptation and \A" gives
results with speaker adaptation. We expect better recognition performance for adapted
models. However, in some recordings, 10 and 17, recognition performance drops for
adapted models. The reason is that in these recordings the silence interval between
sentences is detected as the end of the recognition network. So all the utterances are
not recognized and this increases the deletion errors during evaluation of the results.
Also in recording 31, the accuracy is dropped, given in Tables 4.17 and 4.18.
In addition to that, in some of the recordings after the speaker adaptation, the
recognition performance is signi¯cantly better than the others. For speaker adaptation
30 minutes of recordings from broadcast news are collected. The collection data is not
from the training corpus. Therefore some of the triphones are adapted better than the
others. This is the reason of these slight di®erences between recognition performances
in each of the recordings.
Also it is interesting to note that in recording 16, no recognition results are
obtained. The reason is that the pruning threshold is not large enough and the optimal
path is pruned before the end of the utterance. Increasing the pruning threshold will43
Table 4.17. Test results for the i.'th and the ii.'th experiments in terms of per cent of
correct
Table 4.18. Test results for the i.'th and the ii.'th experiments in terms of per cent of
accuracy
eliminate this problem; however, it will increase the computation time. Therefore, we
decided to throw out the recordings that are not recognized.
The results of the iii.'th experiment, no OOV case, is given in Table 4.19. The
results are comparable better than the experiments i.'th and the ii.'th, because the test
data is involved in the training corpus so no OOV words is available, also language
model is now better representing the test set.
The over all results of these three experiments is given for comparison issues. Also44
Table 4.19. Test results for the iii.'th experiment
the OOV rates and the perplexities are given. To make better comparison between each
experiment, we throw out the recordings 10, 16 and 17 from the test data. Test results
are shown in Table 4.20.
Table 4.20. Test results for all the experiments
Experiment no OOV rate (%) Perplexity Correct (%) Accuracy (%)
i. 22.60 485.49 47.56 37.96
ii. 22.60 485.49 57.17 47.39
iii. 0 940.20 88.34 85.44
As seen from Table 4.20, speaker adaptation improves the recognition perfor-
mance 16.8 per cent. Also with only 77.4 per cent coverage (recognizer has no chance
to recognize 22.6 per cent of the data) 57.17 per cent correct recognition is achieved
with the adapted models. If we add test data to the training corpus, the perplexity
increases due to the addition of the new bigrams. However, there is a signi¯cant in-
crease in the recognition performance, because there are no OOV words and language
model contains also the test data.45
4.4.3. Improvements to the Word-based Model
Our motivation for this model is that, although some words follow each other in
most of the context, they are behaved as di®erent tokens. For example, one of the
mostly known words is \her iki". Although, in some texts they are written together, in
some of them they are written separately, so considered as di®erent words. If we look
at the situation from the recognizer's point of view, both of the tokens \her" and \iki"
are smaller recognition units, therefore they have less acoustical information compared
to the word \heriki". Here, our aim is to combine these small unit word pairs that
have higher bigram probabilities to achieve better acoustical information.
We apply two di®erent approaches for this. Firstly, we generate our language
model using the most frequent 10000 words using the training corpus. Then we combine
word pairs having higher bigram probabilities and whose total length is smaller than
10 characters. By this way, we combine 195 word pairs and added this new pairs to the
lexicon. Now, we have a lexicon size of 10195 words. We made the same modi¯cations
to the training corpus. Finally, we generate the language model using the modi¯ed
corpus. This model is named as wm 2 in the tables. Secondly, we generate all the
bigrams available in the training corpus then apply the same criterion to combine the
words. By this way we combine 386 word pairs. After this modi¯cation to the corpus
we select the most frequent 10000 words for our new vocabulary. This model is named
as wm 2 in the tables. The label of our word-based model becomes wm 1.
Table 4.21. Test results for all the experiments for modi¯ed word-based model
Models OOV words OOV rate (%) Perplexity Correct (%) Accuracy (%)
wm 1 1668 22.75 476.74 47.69 38.00
wm 2 1667 22.89 503.88 47.31 37.97
wm 3 1680 23.10 488.55 47.29 37.82
Table 4.21 shows the comparison of the recognition experiments for the modi¯ed
word-based models. The recognition results are very similar; however the best results
are achieved with the original word-based model. The most evident improvement of46
the modi¯ed models is the decrease in the insertion errors.
4.4.4. Recognition Experiments with Combined Model with 2.5K Words
In this model, there are 18228 distinct tokes, which are from the most frequent
2500 words, stems and endings of the most frequent 2500 words after the ¯rst most
frequent 2500 ones and also the stems and morphemes of the remaining words. The
most frequent 10000 words are the lexicon entities. With this vocabulary size 96.51
per cent coverage is attained over the test set.
The ¯rst step is the selection of the p and s parameters. Again the recognition
experiments are performed on the same recording to decide the best parameter pair.
The results of the parameter selection experiments are given in Table 4.22. Best results
are achieved with the parameter set p = ¡10 and s = 10.
Table 4.22. Selection of the p and s parameters for the combined model with 2.5K
words (correct/accuracy)
p/s 0 5 10 15 20
-10 27.24/-14.18 47.76/31.34 55.22/45.15 48.88/42.16 44.4/42.16
-5 23.51/-35.82 45.52/22.76 54.85/42.91 50.75/42.91 46.27/42.54
0 17.16/-81.72 44.78/13.43 54.10/36.19 50.37/38.81 47.01/41.04
5 15.30/-179.10 42.54/4.10 53.36/31.72 53.36/39.18 48.13/39.55
10 13.43/-344.40 35.45/-19.40 52.99/28.36 54.85/37.69 47.39/35.82
Then we perform recognition experiments according to the i.'th and the ii.'th
cases. We do need to perform the iii.'th experiment because in this model the OOV
rate is very small compared to word-based model. The results of this experiments are
shown in Tables 4.23 and 4.24.
In those experiments, in addition to recordings 10 and 17, in recording 15, adapta-
tion decreases the recognition performance. Again the long silence interval is detected47
Table 4.23. Test results for the i.'th and the ii.'th experiments in terms of per cent of
correct
Table 4.24. Test results for the i.'th and the ii.'th experiments in terms of per cent of
accuracy
as the end of the speech. Therefore all the utterances are not recognized. Also, record-
ing 16 can be recognized with the same pruning threshold. Acoustic models for each of
the language model are trained with the modi¯ed triphones arranged according to the
model. Therefore, the poorly trained triphones change from model to model. Therefore
a perfectly recognized recording in a model may not be recognized with other model.
In that case, we throw out the recordings 10, 15 and 17 from the test set and then
compare the recognition performances in terms of percentage of correct and accuracy
between the adapted and the general acoustic models.48
The the overall results of the recognition experiments are illustrated in Table 4.25.
In this language model, speaker adaptation increases the recognition performance 18.8
per cent.
Table 4.25. Test results for all the experiments
Experiment no OOV rate (%) Perplexity Correct (%) Accuracy (%)
i. 3.51 303.32 46.14 35.59
ii. 3.51 303.32 56.83 44.98
4.4.5. Recognition Experiments with Combined Model with 5.0K Words
In this model, the vocabulary is generated using the most frequent 10000 tokens,
most frequent words, stems, endings, morphemes, and recognition experiments with
the general and the adapted acoustic models are performed. For this model, with
this vocabulary size the coverage over the training set is obtained as 96.77 per cent.
Therefore, we do not consider the no OOV case (iii.'th case) during the recognition
experiments.
Table 4.26. Selection of the p and s parameters for the combined model with 5.0K
words (correct/accuracy)
p/s 0 5 10 15 20
-10 26.23/-22.13 47.54/30.33 53.69/43.03 51.64/43.85 44.26/40.57
-5 19.26/-51.23 45.08/19.26 53.28/39.75 52.87/43.44 47.95/41.80
0 14.34/-100.00 44.26/11.48 54.51/37.30 52.05/40.16 48.36/42.21
5 12.70/-196.72 39.75/-2.05 52.87/29.51 52.46/37.30 51.64/42.21
10 10.25/-380.33 37.30/-23.36 50.82/21.72 52.05/31.15 51.64/39.75
As seen from Table 4.26, the best percentage of correct results are obtained
with the parameters p = 0 and s = 10, however the accuracy is very small for this
parameters. Therefore, we select the parameter pairs p = ¡10 and s = 10 for the
recognition experiments.49
Table 4.27. Test results for the i.'th and the ii.'th experiments in term of per cent of
correct
Table 4.28. Test results for the i.'th and the ii.'th experiments in terms of per cent of
accuracy
In Table 4.27, recordings 2, 12, 14 and 16 are not recognized with the speci¯ed
pruning threshold. However, they are recognized perfectly with the adapted models.
This is because of the poorly trained triphones. In recordings 10, 11, 15, and 17 adap-
tation of HMM's degrades the performance, because the long silence interval between
sentences is recognized as the end of the utterance. So, we ignore recordings 2, 12,
14, 16 and 10, 11, 15, 17, from the test data. The overall results after this pruning of
outlier recordings are given in Table 4.29.
If we evaluate the results of the overall experiments in this model, we see that50
Table 4.29. Test results for all the experiments
Experiment no OOV rate (%) Perplexity Correct (%) Accuracy (%)
i. 5.08 422.36 44.76 34.33
ii. 5.08 422.36 54.37 46.84
there is a performance increase of 17.67 per cent for the speaker adapted models.
4.4.6. Comparison of Models
As mentioned before, acoustic models for each language model is trained accord-
ing to the model. Therefore, the completely recognized test data di®ers from model to
model. To make a more fair comparison between the models, we throw out the outlier
recordings in all of the models. These recordings are, 2, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16 and 17.
The comparison of all the models in terms of OOV rate, bigram perplexity, per cent of
correct and accuracy are given in Table 4.30.
Table 4.30. Comparison of all the proposed models
Models OOV rate (%) Perplexity Correct (%) Accuracy (%)
Word-based (NA) 23.45 462.23 46.29 36.37
Word-based (A) 23.45 462.23 55.80 45.49
Combined-2500 (NA) 3.63 297.23 45.38 35.12
Combined-2500 (A) 3.63 297.23 55.93 44.38
Combined-5000 (NA) 5.08 422.36 44.76 34.33
Combined-5000 (A) 5.08 422.36 54.37 46.84
From Table 4.30, we can say that although maximum OOV rate is for the word-
based model, higher recognition rates are achieved with this model. In speaker adapted
models, combined model with the most frequent 2.5K words shows a slight improvement
which can be explained with the adaptation data.51
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we have search for the appropriate base recognition units for
LVCSR. The idea of words as recognition units, works well for radiological dictation
system because radiology area has its own speci¯c vocabulary, also the perplexity over
the test set is very small. However, in the general Turkish the situation is reversed.
Therefore, in previous researches base recognition units like words, stems, endings and
morphemes are proposed. In Turkish broadcast dictation system, we try the combina-
tion of all the proposed units. The reason for this is that although each recognition unit
has its own superiority over the remaining ones in some comparison statistics, each of
them has its drawback. Therefore, in our model, we prefer the combination of all the
proposed units to overcome these problems. Our combined model is compared with
the classical word-based model in terms of the comparison statistics like number of
distinct tokens, coverage, bigram perplexity and recognition performance. The results
are summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Summary of the proposed models in terms of the de¯ned comparison
statistics
Models Word-based Combined-2500 Combined-5000
Number of distinct tokens 55931 18228 20358
(in Training Corpus)
Coverage over the test set (%) 77.16 96.51 95.07
(with 10K tokens)
Bigram perplexity 476.68 294.36 433.78
(with 10K tokens)
Recognition performance (%) 46.29 45.38 44.76
(with 10K tokens)
Our desired language model is to obtain high coverage with smaller perplexity
which is the case in the radiological dictation system. As shown from the table, the
desired results are obtained with the combined model with 2.5K words. The reason is52
that, the number of distinct tokens is smaller compared to the other models, therefore
higher coverage is achieved with the same vocabulary size. Although, this model is the
best one in terms of the comparison metrics, number of distinct tokens, coverage and
perplexity, recognition performance is lower than the word-based model. It is explained
with the number of smaller recognition units in the vocabulary. In the combined model,
lexicon entries are the words, stems, endings and morphemes. Therefore, the lengths of
the units are very di®erent from each other. Words are considered as longer units and
morphemes are considered as smaller units. This unbalanced vocabulary entry situation
generates a handicap from the point of the recognizer and this cause a slight decrease
in the recognition performance of the combined model with 2.5K words although the
coverage is comparable higher than the word-based model.
As a consequence, we can say that although coverage is small and the perplexity is
high compared to the other models, the best result is with the word-based model. Also
our corpus is not large enough for accurate estimates of the bigram model. Therefore
larger amounts of data need to be collected.
A further research can be to apply the word based model to more speci¯c news
domains like economics, politics and sports. By this way, we limit our vocabulary and
with a moderate size of corpus better statistical model estimates and coverage can be
achieved. This can be a solution for a better Turkish dictation system. Also, new base
units can be proposed. The main drawback of our proposed models is the unbalanced
length recognition units. Therefore, concatenation of speci¯ed number of syllables can
be used to balance the vocabulary entries. In addition, consecutive morphemes with
higher bigram probabilities can be concatenated to overcome the problem of smaller
recognition units.53
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